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To nurture a  plant ,  i t  is  necessary to  understand i ts  growing
requirements which are unique to  i tsel f .  Some need more water
than others ,  some need external  support  to  f lour ish ,  and some need
bright  sunl ight .  S imi lar ly ,  each chi ld  is  unique and so are their
developmental  needs .  

With this  thought ,  FHI  started the Mentorship program which
provides one-on-one guidance to  underpr iv i leged teenagers .  We feel
that  teenage is  a  crucia l  stage of  l i fe  when kids are in  a  phase of
transit ion .  They go through a lot  of  emotional  and physical  changes ,
they turn cur ious ,  face peer  pressure and worry about  their  career .
They can do wonders i f  their  l i feboat  gets  the r ight  navigat ion and
hence i t  is  essent ia l  to  have a mentor .  Someone who proves to  be
their  guiding l ight ,  who can help them in sett ing up their  career
goals ,  who motivates them to str ive for  more ,  l istens to  them,
pushes them out  of  their  comfort  zone ,  encourages them to dream
big and br ing out  the best  vers ions of  themselves .
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BI-MONTHLY NEWSLETTER 
Enabling children & youth with 21st Century skills &
competencies to be better prepared for life.  
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I found a mentor

https://flyhigherworld.org/


In today’s competitive world it is imperative to have a guiding light to steer you through the many options presented by life. The decisions
made early on in life, regarding one's education and vocation can be life altering. The FHI Mentorship Program has given our children that

much needed guidance in the form of remarkable and affectionate mentors. They are the well-wishers we trust, acting as cushioned spaces
for the mentees to discuss their life struggles. The Mentorship Program has brought about a positive mindset, renewed the self-reliance

and untangled the cob-webs in the minds of the children allowing them to see their path with clarity. Over the past 4 months, our children
have had tremendous growth. They show more confidence in the future they want to carve for themselves. Their happiness quotient is

tenfold and they are far more at ease with the subjects they struggled with. Their mentors have not only counselled them well but have
also fulfilled their educational needs thus ensuring progress. We are grateful for having had the mentors invest their invaluable time in
hearing our children out, brain-storming with them a dozen possibilities and chalking out a meaningful direction for them. We are also

extremely thankful to FHI for bringing this Mentorship Program to SAC, it has been a need of the hour. Our children are blessed to have so
many good souls to help shape, mould and build their lives with constant encouragement, mental nourishment and good values.

The FHI Mentorship program has been phenomenal for me. I never
thought such a thing is even possible in today's world. Being a part of

this program, gives a positive feeling about myself and my mentee and
many others who are doing it. I am able to understand the emotional
need from a child's psyche and then I am thinking how I can help or

support her. It sobers me down when I am sharing my experiences with
my mentee. I can relate to the situations and challenges in life we all
face quite often. The struggle of these children works as a motivation

for me. I am learning with them too and hope that I am able to add
some value to their lives. All this is possible by sparing few minutes for

them from our busy lives which is so so fruitful and overwhelming.
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Since my college days, I have been associated with multiple social
initiatives but what I liked most about the FHI Mentorship program is
its connection at the lowest ground level. And not only that, the FHI
Team comes up with regular exercises and reminder to ensure that

mentor and mentee remain connected and engaged. This not only helps
us as mentors to keep our motivation up always but also ensures that

the mentee too finds ways to connect and relate with the mentor. I find
this connect activity as unique as well as the key USP of FHI Mentorship

Program.

MENTOR EXPERIENCE SHARING

School experience Ms. Avani Dalal, Co-Founder, Spark-A-Change Foundation, Mumbai

Abhishek Rathi
Founder & CEO
Vcreatek Consulting Services Pvt. Ltd. 

Gunjan Sarna
Tutor cum Poet
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It has been a pleasure and privilege to work with the FHI team on the
mentorship program designed by them. I feel FHI, through their

initiative, is doing a fabulous job to connect these bright, young, high-
school kids with their mentors. I find it a very fulfilling, enriching and

humbling experience to engage with my mentee and to be able to
guide and help him on issues related to academics, career and life in

general. It is commendable to see the resilience of these not so
privileged kids to smile and deal with the various odds in their lives at

such a young age! I am delighted to be a part of this initiative and I
wish the very best to team FHI!

Nitu Gandhi
Educator & Access Consciousness
Bars practitioner

Deepak Sharma
Head of Analytics, Google Operations Centre

Thank you FHI for the wonderful opportunity of mentorship through which
not only me but many mentors like me who wanted to serve children who
deserve the best but miss out due to their financial situation. FHI proved

that if there is a will there is a way. Today many mentors around the
nation join their hands together to help the children one on one through

their kindness, love & compassion towards children by giving their
valuable time to guide children in any area of their life. A mentor knows

children don't only need financial help or worksheets but need connection
first because EQ is also as important as IQ, the children who get best

emotional support can make anything possible and through FHI mentor-
mentee project children are gaining confidence in each area of their life.
They have become very enthusiastic to reach their goals and dreams. The
best part of this project is that the mentor and mentee can connect with
each other and learn from their own place and time, even if they aren't in

the same city.
 

I feel proud to be a part of FHI Mentorship program. Thanks to my mentee
also who really always ready to share everything and learn more from our

conversation.

Google says Mentoring is a one-on-one relationship in which "a more
experienced or more knowledgeable person helps or guides a less

experienced or less knowledgeable person”. Honestly, I do not think so. My
mentorship experience made me feel that it is knowledge sharing and
filling gaps in skill sets at both the ends so it’s definitely a two-way

experience for me. It provided me an opportunity to reflect on not only my
mentee’s growth but also on how I got to this position. It really helped me

identify which attributes and strengths were critical to my career path
success and inculcating or teaching the same to my mentee should surely
help her get the best in life. Asking questions to my mentee helped me get

deeper insights on my learning path and achievements. It helped me
become a more understanding person, keeps my mind young and skills

fresh. My mentee Priya is very ambitious and talented, giving her the right
direction and guidance will surely help her reach heights. Knowing her

background my only advice to my mentee has been that “Do not limit your
ambitions because of societal pressure” I would really like to Thank FHI for
giving me this opportunity that makes a positive contribution in the growth
and development of the society. This is something that I always wanted to

do. Cheers to the Team !!

Nikhil Golchha
Director, Stile/ Fashion Formal

Niyati Pandya
Research Associate, HUL

Interacting with Prince has been a wonderful and heartwarming
experience. Despite all the constraints which have been further

exaggerated because of Covid, the sheer optimism and energy he carries is
truly inspiring. Smiling while talking about his challenges and then eagerly
listening are signs that he is on the way to be a winner! Thank you FHI for
taking this effort to nurture the lesser privileged youth and giving me the

opportunity to be part of it.
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Priya Prajapati studying in Class 8 recalls being excited
and looking forward to talking to her mentor Niyati Pandya since Day 1.
Priya was also eager to share her paintings with Niyati and was happy to
hear good feedback and some ideas in return. During one of their calls,
Priya and Niyati even had a study-related doubts clearing session which

seems to have helped Priya a lot. Niyati has also taught Priya a number of
games which they often engage in during their calls, along with other
general knowledge related topic discussions. Priya shares “When I'm

talking to her, I feel very calm and peaceful. I want to be her mentee for
life.” 

Roshan Jha who is studying in Class 11 shares that he felt a little lost when his
mentor Vishal Mimani called him for the first time, but remembers how
instantly Vishal made him feel comfortable. He now looks forward to his

mentor’s call as he feels good talking to his mentor and also likes to believe
that he always makes him smile. Roshan is also trying hard putting in practice
the advice given to him by his mentor that hard work always pays off. Roshan

mentions to us (with a smile) that he likes the way Vishal explains things to him,
each word very clear and encouraging. Vishal also helps Roshan in his studies

and has connected Roshan to different mentors at FHI whose advice has
benefitted him greatly in his academics. Roshan is extremely grateful for the
mentorship program as he feels “For poor people like us, we need the right

guidance and assistance which Vishal Sir is providing, and I am thankful to him
for that” and wishes to have him as mentor for “unlimited” time. 

Rohit Gupta studying in Class 12 is being mentored by Preetham Murva.
Rohit and Preetham luckily happen to share a common hobby –

Photography, and are always eager to discuss it in detail during their
sessions. Rohit is quite content with the tips shared by his mentor on

photography, and regarding his studies and career too. Rohit also shares
that he is very comfortable with his mentor’s way of explanation, and his
encouraging words. “Phone conversations with Preetham Bhaiyya during
our mentor-mentee sessions always end leaving me positive and happy.
Matlab ek happiness milta hai mere ko unn se baat kar ke” says Rohit. 

Another happy mentor-mentee duo is Gunjan Sarna and Pragya Sao.
Pragya Sao studying in class 8 is extremely grateful for her kind and

friendly mentor Gunjan Sarna who she also considers as her good friend
now. Pragya says “Gunjan Didi guides me and always has solutions to all

my queries . Many thanks to Fly Higher for gifting me such a nice friend.” 

Nitu Gandhi is mentor to 17-year-old Yashoda Kewat and has been offering
her strong support and guidance since the onset of the mentorship

program. Yashoda owes it to Nitu for teaching her to be physically strong
and mentally fit for a while now. A small tip given by Nitu to Yashoda to

meditate (even if it is just for a few minutes) in the morning, has
benefitted her in many ways mainly in her studies. On being asked what

she feels about her mentor, Yashoda enthusiastically exclaims “Meri
mentor Didi to boht acchi hai, mere problem ka solution dedeti hai woh.”

Mohammed Istiyak is another happy mentee studying in Class 9 and being
mentored by Vinit Choudhary. Mohammed remembers being very nervous
in his first mentor-mentee call but feeling a lot more hopeful in just a few
minutes when he was asked to switch addressing his mentor as “Bhaiyya”

from “Sir.” Both of them are from Bihar which helps Mohammed treat
Vinit as one from his family. In addition to assisting and planning out a

study schedule for his mentee, Vinit has offered some friendly advice on
how Mohammed should remain calm in any unpleasant situation and as
much as possible refrain from getting involved in unwanted ruckus. This

advice has taken him a long way and Mohammed shares that he feels
much relaxed these days. Mohammed only wishes that his internet

connection gets better so that he can interact with his Bhaiyya more often
and for as long as possible.

Priya Prajapati
12 Years, Grade 8

Pragya Sao
13 Years, Grade 8

Yashoda Sachin Kewat
17 Years, Grade 12

Rohit Gupta
18 Years, Grade 12

Mohammed Istiyak
15 Year, Grade 9

Roshan Jha
16 Years, Grade 11

MENTEE EXPERIENCE SHARING



The sheer beauty about mentorships beyond their fruitful benefits is the way in which
these relationships unfurl. They don’t always have a tag where the mentor and mentee
explicitly define their roles to each other or are aware of it. They can formulate
naturally, subconsciously, perhaps in the form of a friendship, or even sheer
coincidence. A mentor can even be fictional in nature, say, a character in a cartoon
show a child looks up to and learns from. Sometimes it doesn’t even involve words, just
deeds and actions. The only thing binding these things together, is the beautiful
relationship between them, and the outcome of the process of mutual growth that
arises out of it.

The process of writing this led to a couple of personal revelations.

Back in May 2019, in my first FHI event at Manna’s home, Jaipur. We had engaging
activities with the children, but in that vivacious crowd of children, sat one boy, silent
and lost. I had an eerie feeling of deja-vu but brushed it off and tried to talk to him.
After a few attempts, the boy hesitantly opened up telling me about his troubled past
and how he ended up in the shelter home. He felt very out of place and couldn’t
communicate in Hindi as well as the other children did, and naturally, felt left out. I
spent the rest of the time in the event doing activities with him and trying to blend him
in with other children.

The day ended for me with a feeling of bitter sweetness consisting of satisfaction as
well as an uneasiness about the circumstances of most of the children in that shelter
house. It’s only now, when I write about this experience after more than a year that I
realize that the feeling of deja-vu was that I was exactly like this child in my first days
in college. The only difference being that I was fortunate enough to have a senior in the
form of a friend and a mentor to lift me out of my difficulties and instil a sense of
purpose and direction in the peak of my formative years in academia.

Having studied outside India all my life, coming back to study here was a huge culture
shock. On realising that merely speaking the same language wasn’t nearly enough to blend
in, I built a wall around myself, eventually affecting my grades and social life severely.

“आप जैसे लड़के इंजी�नयर नह� बन सकते।“ (boys like you cannot become an engineer), said
my maths professor to me in her cabin in front of tens of students.

On the day that seemed like rock bottom for me, such harsh words were a topic of
discussion among students in my branch. Fortunately for me, it happened to hit the ears of
a senior who reached out to help me out. This unfurled into a solid friendship and a
relationship characterised by synergy effectively saving me from prolonged failure and self-
obstruction.

The second revelation, indeed, is the fact that this fruitful friendship between us was a form
of a mentor-mentee relationship. More importantly, it also extends to the fact that
relationships like these are needed the most for underprivileged children.

Many children who come from underserved and underprivileged backgrounds are at the
verge of losing hope, and at that moment, only a mentor can hold their hands. Those
children are unattended because their parents are at work all day to feed them. Their
homes, quite many times, lack the comfort, friendly and encouraging atmosphere due to the
lack of time spent together and parents being unable to help the children with their studies.
A mentor helps those kids who have immense potential if taken out of the poverty of
opportunities, to grow abundantly.

A beautiful flower of mutual growth arises out of such a relationship. The benefits linger on
long after the mentor and mentee have parted ways.

THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF MENTORING
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Blog by Volunteers Siddharth Dash and Shritama Sarkar

Benefits for the Child

Higher Self-Esteem and Morale

A mentor aids a child to bring out the best in her and recognize her strengths and
potential. This is required to keep the child’s morale high and keep inspired so that the
child doesn’t end up dropping out of school, which is a major concern for those from
underprivileged background.  Many children struggle to maintain self-esteem and
confidence in them. This is where a mentor comes in to show what treasure they hold
in themself. And this discovery would remain with them for the entire life.

Improved Behaviour and Performance

Children from underserved backgrounds often lack a modelling figure to guide them
how to act, behave and perform. Having a mentor in such situations is very helpful
because it aids immensely in the proper grooming of the child, thus maintaining
stability in her life as well as in the society. A mentor’s support helps the child focus on
school, stay on track and complete their homework which otherwise could be impaired
due to the lack of guidance at home.

Fly Higher (FHI) invites such passionate adults who are longing to give their time and knack to connect with
those innocent children who are less privileged to bring out their true potential and light up their worlds!

Benefits for the Mentor

Deeper Understanding of Children

Adult mentors could be parents or going-to-be parents. A major benefit the mentors gain
is a deeper understanding of children. They start understanding their behaviour patterns
and also understand that this varies from child to child and time to time. Mentoring
requires patience, nurture and a lot of love. They learn to respect a child’s boundaries,
build trust and form lasting relationships. These experiences they carry over to their
personal lives as well which in turn help them strengthen relationships with children in
their lives.

Personal Fulfilment and Improved Self Esteem

In the chaos of busy routine, mentoring allows adults to give something of themselves
that is selfless and truly fulfilling. They watch their mentees’ lives improve in which they
had a role to play, the result of their love and guidance. This in itself, is rewarding. Along
with the children, mentors too experience an improvement in their self-esteem. For them
as well, it’s a journey of discovery and what they find, is a treasure to keep along the
entire life.



FLYHIGHERWORLD

FLYHIGHERWORLD.ORG

Newsletter Team
 

Selvalakshmi M A
Sneha Pai
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FHI Blog
https://flyhigherworld.org/blog

Make a Donation
https://flyhigherworld.org/d

onate

Join Us
https://flyhigherworld.org/joi

n-us

WORKSHEETS FOR THE MENTEES

FHI Mentorship Program Team
 

Nupur Shah, Namratha Jain, Avneet Walia
Sheethal S, Mitul Gevaria, 

Vinit Choudhary, Natasha Palha

http://www.flyhigherindia.org/
https://www.instagram.com/flyhigherworld/
https://www.facebook.com/flyhigherworld
https://www.linkedin.com/company/flyhigherworld
https://www.facebook.com/flyhigherworld/
https://flyhigherworld.org/
https://flyhigherworld.org/blog
https://flyhigherworld.org/donate
https://flyhigherworld.org/join-us

